








Cady Residence 

Proposed additions and modifications per drawings by Lew Oliver, Inc. 

9-29-2022

Synopsis 

The historic Lewis-Manning House, circa 1895, is identified as a “Queen Anne” structure, loosely 
associated with Medieval forms.  Typical of the period, the 2 story home sports picturesque multi-gables 
rendered in wooden shingles, and topping a blocky, non-articulated brick shell.  Windows are the normal 
2/2 sash-type, of standard sizes.  A “folk” porch (designed by a layman), presumably made of mail-order 
sawn scrollwork, posts, and rosettes provides the typical wrap-porch of the day. 

The most striking feature of the building are the thick local brick walls, load bearing, and more typical of 
earlier periods.  One has to wonder if the rear portions of the building actually pre-date Victorian era 
constructions.   

A “modern farmhouse” addition is evident on the rear of the building, typical of the early 2000’s time 
period of said addition.  New white sash windows have replaced earlier ones.  

Applicant desires to make this home their permanent residence, upfitting the interiors, and making the 
building relevant to modern conveniences.  The addition of artful and compatible structures will 
complement (versus parody) the original home, in keeping with historic precedents of garden follies, 
and utilitarian structures.  Additions are specifically a dining room/conservatory, a garage (or carriage 
house), and a pool cabana. The shutters and some of the woodwork on the front porch are not original 
to the style; thoughtful enhancements have been made to complement the original designs.  

New finishes will be in the mood of Victorian building complexes—i.e., rather earthy/smokey and 
somber.  This will dramatize the materiality of the original brickwork. 

Gardens (to be designed by Brooks Garcia) will be authentic to the period with native and historic plant 
materials, period edgings, and hardscapes. 

City of Alpharetta 

Section 2.9, Historic preservation Incentive Zoning 

2.9.7 

A.-F. Duly noted. 

G. 2. Street Facing Facades



Historic Home addition—A left side and rear addition are proposed to replace a relatively new rear 
addition as shown on architectural plans by Lew Oliver, Inc.  The addition as it appears in the front 
elevation is 13’6-1/2” in width and is recessed 20’3-1/4” behind the historic brick façade. 

2.a.  Proportion of proposed addition is compatible with historic façade.  Proposed addition does not 
match the vertical proportions of the massing, but rather complements the original home. 

Proposed cabana is located on the left side of the complex, approximately opposite the proposed home 
addition. 

Garage is located at the left rear corner of the complex. 

2.b.  Proportions of windows and doors—proposed new pane sizes match the proportions of the historic 
2/2 windows.  This includes the proposed addition and the garage. 

2.c Proposed addition is 20’3-1/4” behind existing brick façade.  The 1 story parapeted addition is well 
under the 2-story roofline. 

2.d.  NA 

3.  All additions to the original home are compatible with the original form of the building which includes 
walls and roofs.  By contrasting the new addition with the historic edifice, clarity is achieved in a 
harmonic manner.   

Cabana is in direct contrast to the original home and is a contemporary interpretation of a Victorian 
summer house. 

Garage roof mass precisely matches that of the historic home, with similar scale and roof slope. 

4.  Architectural details of the addition to the historic home are closely associated with historic 
conservatories of similar time period.  The charcoal palette recalls steel structures of the period.  It is 
proposed that a similar language be applied to the reconstructed front and side porch to harmonize the 
composition and to correct the unseemly current under-scale and materiality of the mail-order porch. 

Windows on all buildings will be replaced with historic sash windows with SDL or TDL muntins, executed 
in a dark, Victorian finish. 

5.a.  Retention of original structure—street facing façade will be retained 100% intact, with a new period 
slate or wood shingle roof.   

5.b.  75% (closer to 100%) of the original floor area will be retained. 

6.  Trees will be removed with the expressed written approval and in coordination with the City Arborist.  
Existing curved sidewalks and non-historic landscape installed in the past 15 years will be removed.  A 
new landscape plan will be submitted for approval by the HPC after construction commencement, and 
prior to CO. for approval. 

Applicant requests approval for construction of a new garden wall to contain the residential complex. 

2.H.1., 2.  No comment. 



2.H.3.  Demolition—applicant requests demolition of the rear addition to the historic edifice.  The 
addition is non-historic and non-contributing aesthetically. 

2.I.-O.  Noted. 

 

 

 



trim & stucco
BM 2121-10 Gray

Roof 
slate

Door Hardware
Emtek Wilshire Single Cylinder 

Keyed Entry Handleset from the 
Classic Brass Collection

cady residence
lewis manning house

gutters 
copper

brick
current Lewis manning brickother:

recessed lighting: black, 3’’ aperture

windows and doors
black

standing seam metal
charcoal

cut stone veneer
charcoal limestone



siding, trim, garage doors
BM 2121-10 Gray

Roof 
slate

Door Hardware
Emtek Wilshire Single Cylinder 

Keyed Entry Handleset from the 
Classic Brass Collection

cady residence
studio/garage

gutters 
copper

brick
site reclaimed clay brick

windows: black
stone: local fieldstone with river sand mortar, 

semi-parged mortar application
cut stone hardscape

raised panel door
SW 6992 Inkwell

all other doors: black

stone lintels
rustic granite

porch fan
minka-aire’ simple’ large room fan, 

black



stucco
BM 2121-10 Gray

cady residence
landscape wall

plantings
jasmine, climbing vines, twig work



stucco
match SW 7042 Shoji White

cady residence
cabana

gutters 
copper

stone border
charcoal limestone

fire brick
white, vertical

cabinets
BM 2121-60 White Diamond

wooden accents
robi decking, black locust
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